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Abstract
Web browsers are attractive targets of attacks, whereby attackers can steal security- and privacy-sensitive data, such as online banking and social network credentials, from users. Thus, browsers adopt the principle of least privilege (PoLP) to minimize damage if compromised, namely, the multiprocess architecture and site isolation. We focus on browser extensions, which are third-party programs that extend the features of modern browsers (Chrome, Firefox, and Safari). The browser also applies PoLP to the extension architecture; that is, two primary extension components are separated, where one component is granted higher privilege, and the other is granted lower privilege.

In this paper, we first analyze the security aspect of extensions. The analysis reveals that the current extension architecture imposes strict security requirements on extension developers, which are difficult to satisfy. In particular, 59 vulnerabilities are found in 40 extensions caused by violated requirements, allowing the attacker to perform privilege escalation attacks, including UXSS (universal cross-site scripting) and stealing passwords or cryptocurrencies in the extensions. Alarmingly, extensions are used by more than half and a third of Chrome and Firefox users, respectively. Furthermore, many extensions in which vulnerabilities are found are extremely popular and have more than 10 million users.

To address the security limitations of the current extension architecture, we present FistBump, a new extension architecture to strengthen PoLP enforcement. FistBump employs strong process isolation between the webpage and content script; thus, the aforementioned security requirements are satisfied by design, thereby eliminating all the identified vulnerabilities. Moreover, FistBump’s design maintains the backward compatibility of the extensions; therefore, the extensions can run with FistBump without modification.

1 Introduction
Web browsers are arguably the most attractive attack targets, primarily owing to their role as a gateway connecting people to cyberspace through websites and web applications. Since the COVID-19 pandemic, work and education have shifted to the Internet in home computers. Consequently, if the attacker can trick the user into visiting their malicious site (the web attacker), they can exploit vulnerabilities in browsers and steal security-critical and private-sensitive data from users (such as online banking or social network credentials) [31].

In response to such security threats, browser vendors have made tremendous efforts to secure their end users. In particular, the architecture of web browsers has evolved to strictly enforce the principle of least privilege (PoLP) [50]. A browser instance is divided into multiple functional components, each of which is granted only the privileges necessary to execute a given task. To implement this, modern browsers employ two techniques: (i) a multiprocess architecture [4, 48, 62, 64] and (ii) site isolation [24, 49].

The multiprocess architecture separates the browser into two types of processes: a renderer process, which processes remote content, and a browser process, which coordinates the renderer processes and interacts with the user. Given these processes, the browser restricts the privileges of the renderer process, essentially granting minimal privileges required to fulfill its task. Contrarily, the browser process is privileged because it requires accessing system resources to manage the renderer processes and interact with the user [7, 34].

Site isolation, recently adopted by Chrome and Firefox, further strengthens PoLP on the renderer processes. Site isolation enforces the fundamental browser security principle—the same-origin policy (SOP)—at the process level. Under site isolation, each renderer process is dedicated to a single website. Thus, two different websites are processed using two different renderer processes. Consequently, the two websites are isolated using the process boundary [49].

These PoLP security techniques have made it difficult for web attackers to successfully compromise web browsers. Because an attacker can only manipulate what the renderer process processes, an attack should begin in the renderer to compromise the browser. However, exploiting the renderer process alone does not grant considerable privilege to attackers.
because of PoLP. First, the renderer process is sandboxed using a multiprocess architecture. Thus, attackers’ access to security-sensitive system resources (e.g., invoking system calls to access local files) is severely limited [7].

Furthermore, through site isolation, the renderer process handles only the data associated with the attacker-controlled website. Therefore, an attacker cannot steal user data from other websites (e.g., online banking sites or social networks). Accordingly, an attacker must find another vulnerability to bypass these enforcements and escape the sandbox [49].

In this paper, we analyze the security aspects of browser extensions from the perspective of PoLP. Extensions are third-party programs that extend browser features to enrich the browsing experience [58]. For instance, users install an ad-blocker extension to block online advertising or a word dictionary extension to quickly search for a word definition. According to Chrome [60], the Chrome Web Store has more than 180,000 extensions, and nearly half of desktop users actively use extensions. According to Firefox [19, 20], approximately one-third of users have installed an extension or theme, and installations increased by 21% after the COVID-19 lockdown began.

From a security perspective, extensions have two unique characteristics. First, extensions have access to privileged APIs (application programming interfaces) provided by the browser process, that ordinary web pages do not have. Because the key purpose of an extension is to extend browsing features, extensions are allowed to access various features, such as cookie jars, bookmarks, and browsing history, as well as intercept a network request [58]. Second, extensions handle security-critical data relevant to not only the website currently browsed but also other sites and users. For instance, a password manager extension stores the login credentials for any website, and a cryptocurrency wallet extension stores the user’s private key [65].

Considering these security characteristics, the extension architecture is also designed to follow PoLP. Each extension is partitioned into two components: a content script and extension page. The content script interacts with a potentially malicious webpage in the renderer process and is, thus, low-privileged. Conversely, the extension page is a separate page that can be browsed or run in the background. The extension page is high-privileged and has access to privileged APIs. The extension page runs in a separate process known as the extension process. The content script and extension page exchange messages, which the content script can use to request privileged operations [3].

However, in this paper, we show that current browsers (including major browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, and Safari) have critical security limitations in enforcing PoLP for extensions. Particularly, the security architecture of extensions demands third-party extension developers to comply with strict security requirements. These security requirements include: (i) communication between extension components should be authenticated, and (ii) extension data management should not violate the same-origin policy (SOP). Unfortunately, we found 59 vulnerabilities in 40 extensions (the full list is provided in Table 1) where such security requirements are violated. By exploiting these vulnerabilities, attackers can circumvent PoLP enforcements and launch privilege escalation attacks (e.g., perform UXSS [43] or steal passwords and cryptocurrencies).

In an attempt to elucidate why these requirements are often violated, we find that the current browser architecture is not a security-by-default architecture; instead, it depends on the extension developers to meet these security requirements. However, extension developers are often not experts in browser architecture and thus may not know how to meet these requirements.

To address the security limitations of the current extension architecture, we present FistBUMP, a new browser extension architecture to strengthen PoLP. FistBUMP redesigns the extension architecture such that content scripts are isolated from the renderer process using strong process isolation. As a result, FistBUMP satisfies all security requirements by design and mitigates all vulnerabilities. In particular, FistBUMP implements a transparent proxy to delegate all requests between the content script and webpage, preserving the backward compatibility of extensions; thus, extensions can run with FistBUMP without any modification. Moreover, FistBUMP integrates a batch-request model to optimize the runtime performance of the transparent proxy. According to our performance evaluation, FistBUMP shows up to 13% runtime overhead in execution time.

To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:

- **Analysis: Security Limitation of Extension Architecture.** We identified and analyzed the security limitation of the extension architecture, particularly when the renderer process is compromised. We discovered that the current extension architecture imposes security responsibilities on extension developers; thus, the security of extensions relies on their developers (§3).

- **Practical Results: Privilege Escalation Vulnerabilities.** We found 59 privilege escalation vulnerabilities in various extensions in modern browsers, including Chrome, Firefox, and Safari. These vulnerabilities are caused by violations of the aforementioned security responsibilities and allow critical privilege escalation attacks (§4).

- **Design and Implementation: New Secure Extension Architecture.** We designed and implemented FistBUMP, a novel secure extension architecture that fundamentally thwarts the aforementioned attacks. FistBUMP enforces strong process isolation for extensions, resulting in a secure-by-default architecture that eliminates all the vulnerabilities by design (§5 and §6).


2 Background

This section describes background information on the web browser security (§2.1) and the extension architecture (§2.2).

2.1 Web Browser Security

Modern web browsers follow the principle of the least privilege (PoLP) and separates its functionality into multiple processes, where each process is guarded using a strong isolation boundary provided the operating system (OS) [34].

Multi-Process Architecture. Browsers are partitioned into two types of processes, a browser process and renderer processes. The renderer process renders untrusted, potentially malicious, web contents. Therefore, the renderer process is unprivileged and cannot make a system call or access other processes’ memory directly.

On the other hand, the browser process is the privileged process through which the renderer process accesses resources. The browser process also enables the communication between renderer processes, acting as an intermediary for the inter-process communication (IPC). This limits the damage to the user’s machine if the renderer process is compromised, i.e., a vulnerability in the rendering engine is exploited [48]. In other words, even one renderer process is compromised, the privileged browser process as well as other renderer processes are still secure.

Threats against Renderer Processes. Despite the rendering itself is sandboxed by the multi-process architecture, it is possible for different sites to be rendered in the same sandbox (renderer process) under certain circumstances. Each origin is logically isolated on the software level, but however, this boundary alone is not strong enough against recent threats posed by web attackers [49].

Second, AttackerR is the attacker who gained the memory read capability to the renderer process. This can be achieved by exploiting a micro-architectural side-channel vulnerability against CPU transient execution, such as Meltdown [37] and Spectre [33]. The unique aspect of these attacks is that they rely on vulnerabilities in the microarchitecture rather than the browser, and thus they are difficult to mitigate [47].

Site Isolation. These attacks motivated Chrome and Firefox to employ strong isolation between sites, called Site Isolation in Chrome [49] and Fission in Firefox [24]. The site isolation ensures that each unique site is loaded in a different renderer process, and filters cross-site data from the network request. For example, example.org embedded in example.com is loaded in a separate process from the renderer process hosting example.com, and attempts to request the data of example.org will be blocked by the browser process. The site isolation limits the reach of the compromised renderer process to the very site which the render was hosting, preventing AttackerR and AttackerB from violating the SOP [49].

These measures have shown to be effective mitigations against these threats. In 2022, in Chrome, there were no UXSS vulnerabilities reported and only eight sandbox escape vulnerabilities (four of which require the victim to install a malicious extension). There were only five vulnerabilities that allow AttackerR and AttackerB to escalate into a sandbox escape, compared to 196 bugs that potentially grant read and write capabilities [18].

2.2 Browser Extension Architecture

Browser extensions are third-party programs that users install to extend browser functionality. Extensions are connected with the browser using an extension API. Most modern browsers, including Chrome, Chromium-based browsers (e.g., Edge, Opera, Brave), Firefox, and Safari, support the Chrome extension [58] or WebExtensions API [41], which is based on web technologies such as HTML, JavaScript, and CSS. Other plugin interfaces such as ActiveX [44], NPAPI [23, 52], PPAPI [35], and XPCOM [46] have been deprecated and removed, and remaining are Chrome/WebExtensions. It is worth noting that Safari app extension [1] can also be considered as a plugin interface, but since it is a regular macOS application, we do not consider it in this paper.

Following the general security principle of web browsers (§2.1), the web extension architecture is also designed with the PoLP. First, an extension is guarded using the permission-based access control. Each extension should declare the list of required permissions in the manifest.json file, which should be confirmed by the user when installing the extension. The permission includes the list of browser APIs (e.g., history, cookies, bookmarks) that the extension can access. The permission also includes the list of websites the extension can be activated on. Since permissions are
determined at the installation time and cannot be extended at runtime, the impact of compromised extensions is limited to pre-declared privileges [3].

Second, an extension architecture divides the extension into two parts: high-privileged extension pages\(^2\), which run on a dedicated extension process, and low-privileged content scripts, which are injected to a renderer process for direct interaction with web pages and thus at a higher risk [38].

**Extension Pages.** Extension pages have access to aforementioned browser APIs (shown as 1 in Figure 1) and can make an HTTP request to any origin, as long as the permission is declared in the manifest. To isolate from untrusted web contents, the extension pages run on a dedicated process, which is a special form of renderer process [38].

Moreover, an extension has its own unique ID, which we denote as \( \text{ID}_{\text{EXT}} \). \( \text{ID}_{\text{EXT}} \) is used as the origin of the current extension page, isolating the extension page from websites and other extensions via the SOP and site isolation [49]. The extension page may run in the background, monitoring and taking action in response to events, e.g., when a message is received, a tab is opened, or a web page is requested [39].

**Content Script.** Content scripts are unprivileged components of an extension, which let the extension directly interact with the untrusted web page. When a specific web page is loaded, a content script is injected into the page and modifies the page’s content via the Document Object Model (DOM). Because content scripts need to access the page’s DOM, content scripts run in the same renderer process running the page. As a result, content scripts are at a higher risk of compromise, and thus it is unprivileged [8].

In order to access the browser API, it should rely on the extension pages through message passing, which we explain later. In addition, the content script has the same origin as the page and cannot request cross-origin data, enforcing the site isolation [11].

To isolate the content script from untrusted page scripts running in the same renderer process, the content script runs within an isolated world, a software-based isolation mechanism providing a private execution environment. An isolated world has its own JavaScript heap and DOM wrapper. Consequently, page scripts cannot access variables defined by content scripts and even if a built-in object is modified by page scripts, content scripts see its own version. This holds true for the other way around. For example, even if the content script defines document.foo, the page script cannot see document.foo defined, and vice-versa [3].

**Extension Message.** Since two extension components, extension page and content script, run on different processes, the communication between is carried out using the message passing (shown as 2 in Figure 1). By sending a message, the unprivileged content script can request for privileged operations provided by the extension page [9].

An extension message is constructed by the component sending the message, which contains three fields: sender, recipient, and payload. The sender represents which component sent the message, including \( \text{ID}_{\text{EXT}} \), URL, and \( \text{origin} \) of the extension page or the content script (i.e., in the case of the content script, the corresponding information of the page is specified). The recipient represents the destination component of the message, which includes component type and \( \text{ID}_{\text{EXT}} \). The payload is the data to be passed, serialized into a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). The composed message is then relayed through the browser process via IPC and delivered to the specified recipient [21].

**Extension Storage.** Browsers support persistent data storage for extensions, called the extension storage. Using this storage, the extension is able to store various user data preserved even after the browser restarts. The storage resides in the browser process and each given extension has a separate dedicated storage, i.e., the storage is associated to \( \text{ID}_{\text{EXT}} \). As a result, extension components cannot access another extension’s storage. Both extension page and content script can access the storage by making a request to the browser process (shown in 3 in Figure 1) [10].

**Example: Password Manager Extension.** Consider an extension with \( \text{ID}_{\text{EXT}} = \varepsilon \) which saves credentials (which includes ID and password) for websites. As visiting any login page, the extension provides an interface for the user to enter the credential. Then such credentials are stored on the extension storage. When the user visits the login page later, the extension automatically fills up the corresponding credential.

The extension also provides a special admin page, which shows a full list of saved credentials. More specifically, when the user visits the admin page, the content script (denoted as C) is injected to the admin page, which requests the list of saved credentials (shown as 1 in Figure 2). This request is done through the extension message, indicating the followings: i) it is sent by the content script C injected in the admin page; ii) it is destined to the extension page of \( \varepsilon \); and iii) it requests
\(^2\)For the sake of simplicity, we consider other contexts such as workers as a page.
for getting the credentials.

Once the extension page E receives the message, it retrieves the list of credentials from the extension storage in the browser process (2), and sends it back to the content script C (3).

### 3 Security Requirements to Protect Against Renderer Attackers

This section analyzes the security requirement of extension design to protect against recent threats of renderer attackers. As the complexity of the rendering engine increases, the number of vulnerabilities has risen up. Furthermore, various defense and mitigation mechanisms such as site isolation have been deployed, preventing the renderer attacker from gaining additional capabilities. As a result, the extension security has become the primary line of defense.

To be specific, the content script runs within the renderer process, so $\text{Attacker}_R$ and $\text{Attacker}_{RW}$ gain capability to read or write the content script, respectively. According to the PoLP, gaining such capability over the content script alone should not grant the attacker additional capability. This is because the content script is an unprivileged component of an extension, running on an unprivileged renderer process. Thus, attackers still cannot access browser APIs provided to privileged extension pages, neither can access system resources provided by the browser process.

However, we found that the current PoLP enforcement over extensions as secure as extension developers strictly keep a certain set of security requirements in developing their extensions. If any of these security requirements is violated, it would render PoLP useless, leading to privilege escalations. Unfortunately, not all extension developers are security experts, and they are less incentivized to write a secure extension. In the following of this section, we introduce three security requirements that extension developers need to follow as well as how each of those can be violated, leading to a critical security vulnerability (illustrated in Figure 3).

### 3.1 Extension Message Authentication

An extension message can be sent by the content script to request a privileged operation provided by the extension page. In this case, the extension message is sent by the low-privileged component (content script) and delivered to the high-privileged component (extension page). Therefore, it is important for the extension page to thoroughly check if the sender content script is legitimate and can request such operation. This is particularly important in the presence of $\text{Attacker}_{RW}$, because $\text{Attacker}_{RW}$ can forge IPC message for exchanging extension messages.

**Security Requirement 1** The extension page should authenticate the extension message if the sender content script is legitimate.

However, we found that extension developers often fail to meet this security requirement. The full list of vulnerable extensions are presented in Table 1. Such failures can be categorized into the following two cases: 1) the extension page does not authenticate the sender; and 2) the extension page improperly authenticates the sender.

First, many extension pages do not authenticate the sender. We suspect this is because many extension developers do not consider the threat model of $\text{Attacker}_{RW}$, i.e., the extension message can be forged.

Second, many extension pages improperly authenticate the sender, presumably because it is technically challenging to do so correctly. A representative example would be authenticating the sender using the URL, which is provided as part of the sender information. The URL is tricky to parse, because some URLs need special handling: the URL can be a special URL such as `about:blank`, `about:srdoc`, `data:`, `blob:` and the origin can be opaque, i.e., `null`.

Another instance is the time-of-check time-of-use (TOC-TOU) race condition. For instance, site A requests to run script on the current tab. Since the current tab is showing site A, the extension runs the script. However, site A can navigate to site B and the script is executed in site B.

To make matters worse, the extension API does not provide a straightforward method, e.g., `isTrusted`, to authenticate the sender and has several implementation errors, which we discuss further in §8.
For instance, recall the previous example password manager extension example. The extension message requesting the list of credentials should only come from the content script running in the admin page. However, if the extension page does not check (or does incorrectly check) the sender, the attacker who does not have control of the admin page can also request for credentials (shown as 1 in Figure 2). Listing 1 shows the vulnerable pattern and a PoC exploit. The background page sends sensitive data to the content script, of which memory reads are possible. Listing 2 shows the vulnerable pattern and a PoC exploit. The background page stores credentials on the extension storage, so `Attacker_RW` can retrieve them on any page.

### Security Requirement 2

The extension should not load security-critical, privacy-sensitive, or cross-site data on the extension storage.

We found many cases that the security requirement on the extension storage is not adhered. The full list of extensions is presented in Table 1. We suspect this is because extension developers consider that the extension storage can only be accessed by the extension page and content script that they have programmed. As a result, extension developers consider the extension storage cannot be accessed by the attacker, and thus store the sensitive data.

```
1 // Vulnerable extension's background page
2 chrome.runtime.onMessage.addListener((message, sender, sendResponse) => {
3   // Improperly authenticates the URL
4   if (sender.url.startsWith("https://admin.com"))
5     message == "getCredentials"
6     sendResponse(credentials);
7   });
8 // Attacker_RW on https://admin.com.attacker.com
9 chrome.runtime.sendMessage("getCredentials")
```

**Listing 1:** The vulnerable pattern and a PoC exploit.

For instance, recall the previous example password manager extension. Credentials are stored on the extension storage, allowing the attacker to illegally access credentials (shown as 2 in Figure 2). Listing 2 shows the vulnerable pattern and a PoC exploit. The background page stores credentials on the extension storage, so `Attacker_RW` can retrieve them on any page.

### Non-sensitive Data in Extension Storage

The extension storage is used to store the persistent data of the extension, which is accessible by both extension pages and content scripts. From the security perspective, the renderer process that has been injected with content script should be capable of accessing the extension storage. Therefore, once the renderer process is compromised, `Attacker_RW` can read and modify the extension storage, and only data that are safe for websites to access should be stored on the extension storage.

### Non-sensitive Data in Content Script

Content script runs on the renderer process, as it directly interacts with DOM. In other words, the content script is in the address space of renderer process, and `Attacker_RW` and `Attacker_RW` can read it. This is particularly alarming as `Attacker_RW` does not depend on bugs in the browser and is hard to mitigate.

Furthermore, Chrome and Firefox attempt to mitigate timing side-channel attacks by restricting availability of high-granularity timers only to cross-origin isolated pages [45, 63]. However, the cross-origin isolation does not affect content script injection, so a web page can perform attacks against content scripts with high-granularity timers.

Therefore, the extension should not store any sensitive data in the content script.

### Security Requirement 3

The extension should not load security-critical or privacy-sensitive data on the content script.

```
1 // Vulnerable extension's background page
2 // Send sensitive data to the content script
3 chrome.tabs.sendMessage(tabId, sensitiveData);
4 // The message is enqueued in the renderer process's message queue,
5 // so Attacker_RW can read the message
6 readMemory();
```

**Listing 3:** The vulnerable pattern and a PoC exploit.

However, we found several extensions do not follow this security requirement (listed in Table 1), similar to the reason of aforementioned cases—i.e., the extension developers do not consider the threat model of `Attacker_RW` and `Attacker_RW`. In other words, the extension developers think the data placed in the content script can only be accessed by the content script itself. Listing 3 shows the vulnerable pattern and a PoC exploit. The background page sends sensitive data to the content script, of which memory `Attacker_RW` can read.

### Privilege Escalation Attacks via Extensions

Given security requirements imposed on extensions, we analyzed whether real-world extensions meet these requirements. Unfortunately, we found that many extensions fail to meet such requirements, resulting in privilege escalation attacks.

Based on our analysis, we devise three new privilege escalation attacks that allow to bypass SOP and execute script on another site, i.e., universal cross-site scripting (UXSS).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extension Name</th>
<th>Violation</th>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adblock Plus - free ad blocker</td>
<td>3.1, 3.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>UXSS (limited to predefined scriptlets)</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdBlock – best ad blocker</td>
<td>3.1, 3.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>UXSS (limited to predefined scriptlets)</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdGuard AdBlocker</td>
<td>3.1, 3.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>UXSS</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uBlock Origin</td>
<td>3.1†</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Fetch cross-origin resource, get or create tabs</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghostery – Privacy Ad Blocker</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Fetch cross-origin resource, get or create tabs</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair AdBlocker</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>UXSS</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdBlocker Ultimate</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Get or create tabs</td>
<td>Based on uBlock Origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>UXSS, read and modify cookies, get or create tabs</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Translate</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>UXSS</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampermonkey</td>
<td>3.1†</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Intercept network requests, read &amp; modify cookies</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe Acrobat</td>
<td>3.1, 3.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Captured page</td>
<td>Reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClassLink OneClick Extension</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Fetch cross-origin resource</td>
<td>Reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco Webex Extension</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Start Cisco Webex Meetings application</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netflix Party is now Teleparty</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>UXSS (under special condition)</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Assistant for Chrome</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Read and modify cookies</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows Accounts Office</td>
<td>3.1†</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Windows Account and Azure Active Directory account takeover</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LastPass: Password Manager</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Encryption key, saved passwords</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avira Password Manager</td>
<td>3.1, 3.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Encryption key, saved passwords</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeper® Password Manager</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashlane - Password Manager</td>
<td>3.1†, 3.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Encryption key (if persistent login is used), saved passwords</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitwarden - Password Manager</td>
<td>3.1, 3.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoboForm Password Manager</td>
<td>3.1, 3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norton Password Manager</td>
<td>3.1†</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Saved passwords</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Password – Password Manager</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetaMask</td>
<td>3.1, 3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronin Wallet</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binance Wallet</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keplr</td>
<td>3.1†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom</td>
<td>3.1†</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Wallet mnemonic and seed, steal cryptocurrency</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TronLink</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaikas</td>
<td>3.1, 3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stormcrow (Opera)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Capture other sites</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Worker (Opera)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Modify browser settings</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Handler (Opera)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Modify browser settings</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Opera component extensions</td>
<td>3.1†</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Modify browser settings</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuickSearch (Whale)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Modify browser settings, access account</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Translate (Whale)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>information, get or create tabs</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whale WebUI (Whale)</td>
<td>3.1†</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Fetch cross-origin resource</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naver Memo (Whale)</td>
<td>3.1†</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Capture other sites</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: List of vulnerable extensions. Column Violation indicates which requirements are violated and lead to the vulnerability. † indicates the attack requires browser bugs discussed in §8.
With UXSS, the attacker can bypass the SOP, exfiltrate data, e.g., read victim’s email, and perform actions on behalf of the victim, e.g., make a bank transfer. In the following, we describe these three attacks, namely executing privilege browser APIs (§4.1), writing sensitive extension data (§4.2), and reading sensitive extension data (§4.3), where the overall attack flow is illustrated in Figure 3.

**Methodology.** We modified ExtensionCrawlerciteextensioncrawler to collect extensions from the Chrome Web Store and Firefox Add-ons as of April 9, 2022. We excluded Chrome Apps, which were deprecated in 2020, and themes, which have no JavaScript component. We also excluded extensions that are not available for download or are unlisted, i.e., do not appear in the search results. We could not collect extensions for Safari because it does not allow crawling and downloading extensions.

Then, we selected the top 20 extensions with most users in each browser. We also selected extensions bundled with Chrome, Opera, Brave, and Whale. Firefox and Safari did not have bundled extensions. The list of vulnerable extensions is listed in Table, where the full list of analyzed extensions is in Table.

We installed each extension, and examined what messages are exchanged and what data is stored. We developed a DevTools extension to intercept extension messages and browse the extension storage. We then manually inspected the source code of the extension, focusing on how extension messages are handled and how the stored data is used.

### 4.1 Execute Privileged Browser APIs

Since browser APIs can access another site’s data or modify browser behavior, extension messages that call browser APIs should be authenticated (Security Req. 1 described in §3.1). However, we found many extensions fail to meet this requirement—i.e., they either do not authenticate or incorrectly authenticate the extension messages. Specifically, we found 23 extensions, including 15 component extensions, allowing the attacker access privileged browser API without restriction.

**Case Study: Honey.** The extension Honey allows unrestricted access to executeScript API, which then allows to execute arbitrary JavaScript in opened tabs, resulting in UXSS. It also broadcasts tab event to all content scripts, leaving other tab information on the content script memory.

**Case Study: Tampermonkey.** This extension allows invoking browser APIs, such as fetch, tabs, and cookies APIs, thereby allowing to bypass the SOP and read cross-site data.

**Case Study: ClassLink OneClick Extension.** tabs and executeScript API uses the tab ID to specify the tab. The tab ID is unique per tab, not per site, i.e., even if the tab is navigated to another site, the ID does not change. By sending the request when the page is unloaded, API calls bound to the current tab will be dispatched to the new site. The attacker can exploit this race by sending the request on unload event to execute the script, and the script will be executed on the new site, leading to UXSS.

**Case Study: Opera Component Extensions.** Opera exposes the settingsPrivate API to content script, allowing attackers to modify browser settings. DNS/proxy settings can be manipulated to perform a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack. Furthermore, some settings have been used to perform UXSS or escape the sandbox.

### 4.2 Write Sensitive Extension Data

As the extension pages have higher privileges than content scripts, configurations that affect the extension pages behavior should not be modifiable by content scripts. Therefore, they should not be modifiable via extension messages from content scripts (according to Security Req. 1) or store sensitive configurations on the extension storage (breaking Security Req. 2).

However, we found many extensions allow modification via extension messages (breaking Security Req. 1) or store sensitive configurations on the extension storage (breaking Security Req. 2), allowing the attacker to manipulate the extension behavior. We focus on configurations that affect injected script on the extension storage, eventually leading to UXSS.

**Case Study: Ad Blockers.** Ad blockers allow the user to add a custom rule and some rules allow to inject a script to remove dynamically injected ads (with Adblock Plus and AdBlock, only predefined scriptlets can be injected). For example, a filter rule `example.com#%#alert(document.domain)` executes `alert(document.domain)` on example.com.

In six ad blockers, the attacker could spoof a request for adding a custom rule and run arbitrary code on web sites. Six ad blockers also stored custom rules on the extension storage, which the attacker could modify.

**Case Study: Tampermonkey.** Userscript managers Tampermonkey allow to user to add a script, called userscript, that runs on specific pages, just like a content script. In Tampermonkey, the attacker could spoof a request for adding a userscript and run arbitrary userscript on web sites. Tampermonkey also stored userscripts on the extension storage, which the attacker could modify.

Furthermore, userscript can access extension APIs by making a request to the background page via the content script. The attacker could spoof the request and call extension APIs.

**Case Study: Google Translate.** Google Translate extension translates the page by injecting a script to the page. The user can choose which language to translate to from a list and this configuration is stored on the extension storage. Since the configuration can be only one of predetermined values, the extension injected the value, without validating it first. The attacker could modify a value to an arbitrary value, e.g.,
scripts, and execute script on translated pages (XSS).

4.3 Read Sensitive Extension Data

When handling the security sensitive data, extensions should carefully store and safely control the access to those. Therefore, in order to prevent the renderer attackers from accessing the data, sensitive data should not be accessible via extension messages (Security Req. 1), or it should not be stored either on the extension storage (Security Req. 2) or on the content script memory (Security Req. 3). However, we found 19 extensions fail to meet these requirements, exposing sensitive data to the attacker.

**Case Study: Windows Account and Office.** Windows Account and Office extension allows the user to sign in with Windows or Azure Active Directory (AAD) accounts on Windows. When the user visits the login page, the content script requests the background page to retrieve the token from the OS. By spoofing the URL as the login page, the attacker could steal the token and takeover the account.

**Case Study: Password Managers.** Password managers store credentials for web sites. When the user visits the login page, the content script requests the extension page for the saved credential. In LastPass and Bitwarden password manager, by spoofing the URL as the target site, the attacker could steal credentials for that site. Both password managers also stored the encryption key on the extension storage, which the attacker could access.

We performed additional analysis on six more password managers, and found in all password managers, the attacker could steal credentials. In four password managers, the attacker could access the encryption key.

**Case Study: Cryptocurrency Wallets.** Cryptocurrency wallets store private keys to sign transactions on the blockchain. When the page requests to sign a transaction, the content script forwards the request to the background page and the background page shows a notification to the user to confirm the transaction. If the user confirms the transaction, the notification sends a request to sign the transaction. In MetaMask, the attacker could spoof the confirmation message, signing an arbitrary transaction. MetaMask also stored transaction queue on the extension storage, to which the attacker could add an arbitrary transaction.

We performed additional analysis on seven more cryptocurrency wallets, and found in four wallets, the attacker could sign an arbitrary transaction.

Furthermore, the user can view the mnemonic and private key in the popup. When the user requests to view the mnemonic and private key, the popup requests the background page to send them. In Phantom, TronLink, and Kaikas, the attacker could spoof the request and retrieve the mnemonic and/or private key.

5 Design of FISTBUMP

In the presence of renderer attackers (AttackerRX and AttackerR), the current extension architecture demands extension developers to comply with three security requirements presented in §3. However, it is challenging for extension developers to properly separate privileges between extension pages and content scripts, and such security requirements are often violated, leading to critical privilege escalation attacks.

For these reasons, we present FISTBUMP, a new extension architecture which protects content scripts from the renderer attacker using the strong process isolation. To this end, instead of running content scripts in the renderer process, FISTBUMP redesigns the extension architecture to run content scripts in the extension process. As a result, the process running content scripts is isolated from the renderer process, utilizing the process as a protection domain to prevent attackers from gaining the content script capabilities. In other words, the attacker cannot forge an extension message or access the extension storage.

Therefore, by design FISTBUMP satisfies three security requirements and eliminates vulnerabilities presented in §4. From the perspective of the extension developer, FISTBUMP shifts the challenging burden of meeting the security requirements to the browser and the OS.

**Design Overview.** The overall architecture of FISTBUMP is illustrated in Figure 4. In order to enforce the strong process isolation, FISTBUMP moves content script to the extension process (§5.1). To maintain the functionality and compatibility of content scripts, FISTBUMP introduces DOMProxy (§5.2). Furthermore, in order to optimize the performance of DOMProxy, FISTBUMP further develops tailored memory management as well as batch processing (§5.3). We note that FISTBUMP can be adopted by extensions as well as browsers, which is further discussed in §8.

5.1 Strong Process Isolation for Content Script

**Design Goal 1** Strongly isolate content scripts from the renderer process.

The root cause of the privilege escalation attack in §3 is due to the fact that the current isolation mechanism between content scripts and the renderer is not sufficient to thwart
Attacker\textsubscript{rg} and Attacker\textsubscript{rk}. To this end, FISTBUMP employs a stronger notion of isolation mechanism, namely based on the process isolation. As such, a process running the content script should be different from the renderer process, thereby preventing access to the content script by the renderer.

Specifically, FISTBUMP moves the content script to the extension process, where the extension pages are running on. Within the extension process, FISTBUMP runs each content scripts using a dedicated worker thread, so as to preserve the execution characteristics of modern browsers. The modern browsers implement an independent browser tab, so the execution contexts of renderer processes and its associated extensions are independent to each other. The lifecycle of a content script is as follows. First, when a content script is to be injected (e.g., a page is loaded by a renderer process), FISTBUMP a worker and runs the content script in the worker within an extension process. If the page is unloaded later, then FISTBUMP accordingly terminates the content script worker.

The content script worker also runs in an isolated world, a private execution environment, of which privileges are restricted to the same level of the original content script. The content security policy (CSP) is set to prevent the content script worker from executing remote code, e.g., code that is not included in the extension.

As a result, the content script data is kept out of the renderer process, protecting it from Attacker\textsubscript{rg} and Attacker\textsubscript{rk} by the design.

In addition, the renderer no longer needs privileges of the content script, such as sending extension messages or accessing the extension storage. Following the PoLP, FISTBUMP removes these privileges from the renderer process, so a compromised renderer no longer impersonate a content script.

5.2 Transparent Isolation with DOM Proxy

Design Goal 2 Provide a transparent isolation of content scripts with backward compatibility.

It is natural that adding a strong isolation mechanism may entail radical changes in the software architecture, non-trivial engineering costs. For instance, in order to enforce site isolation (which also employed process isolation), browser vendors have invested non-trivial engineering costs [49]. In order to minimize the engineering costs, FISTBUMP aims at providing transparent isolation mechanism with backward compatibility. More precisely, the isolation mechanism of FISTBUMP should not interfere any functional feature of web extensions, and it should be able to run existing browser extensions without manual modification.

Transparent Proxy for DOM with Delegation. The main feature of the content script is to interact with the page’s DOM. This raises an issue for FISTBUMP, which requires new mechanism to connect between content scripts and DOM. Specifically, the current browser architecture has all these components (i.e., content scripts, DOM, and page scripts) in the same renderer process, the content scripts can directly access DOM. However, FISTBUMP moves the content script from the renderer process to the extension process. Thus, the content scripts have separate virtual address space and cannot directly access DOM.

To address this issue, FISTBUMP proxies DOM access with delegation. Instead of injecting the content script to the renderer process, FISTBUMP inserts the proxy to interact with the DOM, which we call DOM\textsubscript{proxy}. The content script worker and DOM\textsubscript{proxy} communicate using IPC. They exchange JSON-serialized message containing purely DOM operation or event data.

When a DOM object is accessed by the content script in the extension process, the content script worker forwards the operation to DOM\textsubscript{proxy}. Then DOM\textsubscript{proxy} performs the operation as requested, then returns either i) a resulting value or ii) a reference to the resulting object. If a reference is returned, the content script worker creates a delegate object for the given reference, and all operations on the delegate object is intercepted and forwarded to DOM\textsubscript{proxy}.

The content script can also register listener for DOM events. If an event listener is registered by the content script, DOM\textsubscript{proxy} registers a corresponding proxy event listener. If the event is fired in the renderer process, the event is forwarded to the content script worker by DOM\textsubscript{proxy}. Then content script worker raises the delegate event (i.e., a clone of an original event), which will finally be dispatched to the destined event listener in the content script.

Example: Content Script Execution. To clearly show how DOM\textsubscript{proxy} operates, we provide an example how DOM\textsubscript{proxy} executes the content script code, alert(document.domain). The abstract syntax tree (AST) is shown on the right side of Figure 5.

First, JavaScript evaluates alert, which is looking up the identifier named alert. The content script worker intercepts and forwards GET("alert") request to DOM\textsubscript{proxy}. Since alert is a function, DOM\textsubscript{proxy} creates a reference, Ref\textsubscript{alert} and returns the ID (#1) back to the content script worker. Upon receiving the reference, the content script worker creates a delegate function, Del\textsubscript{alert}.

Second, JavaScript evaluates document. Likewise, as
document is an object, DOMProxy creates a reference, REFdocument and returns the ID (#2). The content script worker creates a delegate object, DELdocument.

Then, JavaScript evaluates DELdocument.domain. This is a member expression, retrieving the property named domain. The content script worker intercepts and forwards GET(#2, "domain") request to DOMProxy. DOMProxy retrieves the object corresponding to #2, document, and looks up the property named domain to be "example.com". Since its type is a string primitive, DOMProxy sends it as is.

Finally, JavaScript evaluates DELalert("example.com"), which is calling DELalert with the argument "example.com". The content script worker forwards CALL(#1, "example.com") request to DOMProxy and DOMProxy retrieves the function corresponding to #1, alert DOMProxy evaluates alert("example.com"), which is equivalent of running alert(document.domain) in the content script.

Forwarding Extension API Calls. Another feature of the content script is to call extension APIs. As described in §2, the current browser architecture implements extension API calls with IPC message passing between two different processes. However, because FISTBUMP places a contents scripts and a background page in the same process, it no longer requires the IPC message passing. Thus, FISTBUMP implements an in-process extension API call mechanism, which is forwarded by the content script worker. Specifically, all the extension API calls by the content script is first intercepted by the content script worker. Then the content script worker forwards the call to the background page.

5.3 Optimizing Performance of DOM Proxy

Design Goal 3 Provide an isolation with reasonable performance overhead.

Since FISTBUMP proxies all DOM accesses of content scripts, it complicates execution behaviors of content scripts, which negatively impacts the performances in terms of memory management and execution speed.

Memory Management. One problem of DOMProxy is that references to objects and functions in DOMProxy accumulate, even if they are no longer used in the content script worker, causing memory leaks. DOMProxy solves this by deleting the reference if the delegate object gets garbage-collected in the content script worker.

Batch Processing and Cache. To reduce the amount of inter-process communication, the content script maintains a queue of proxied operations without side effects, and send them in batch. The content script worker maintains a virtual DOM representation and operations not dependent on the document, e.g., operations on orphan nodes are executed in the content script worker. The content script worker also caches properties that are invariant or of which validity can easily be checked.

6 Implementation

We implemented FISTBUMP to be compatible with the latest Chromium browser (Chromium 105 at the time of writing). FISTBUMP consists of two parts: an extension wrapper written in about 3k lines of JavaScript and Chromium-side modification written in about 100 lines of C++. The extension wrapper is implemented around the extension API, i.e., DOMProxy is implemented as a content script and the content script worker is implemented in the background page. They communicate using the extension messaging. The extension wrapper uses standard Web APIs and JavaScript (ECMAScript) features, so it is compatible with the latest Firefox and Safari. The extension wrapper can also be easily applied to existing extensions which do not use "document_start" content script, so extension developers can also adopt FISTBUMP.

In order to handle "document_start" content script, modification on the browser side is necessary. Nevertheless, the modification is small, and we expect modification needed in other browsers to be similarly small.

FISTBUMP and related toolchains will be open sourced and available at https://github.com/comsec-snu/exthand.

7 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate various aspects of FISTBUMP, particularly focusing on its security (§7.1), compatibility (§7.2), and performance (§7.3).

Experimental Setting. We tested our implementation on a machine with Intel i7-10700K and 32 GB RAM. We built the Chromium browser based on the tag 101.0.4951.41. For comparison, we prepared two sets of browsers, with and without FISTBUMP. We used a DOM Fuzzer, Domato [26] for generating test HTML and used html.txt grammar provided by Domato.

7.1 Security

The foremost goal of FISTBUMP is to strengthen the PoLP of the current extension architecture. Thus, we evaluate the security aspect of FISTBUMP in this subsection.

Security Analysis. As described in §3, the current extension architecture demands from extension developers to keep three security requirements. This in fact motivated FISTBUMP, which attempts to satisfy all such security requirements by design. In the following, we describe and reason about how the design of FISTBUMP indeed meets each security requirement.

First, extension messages under FISTBUMP cannot be sent by the renderer process, because the content script is moved to the extension process in FISTBUMP. Therefore, the message can only come from the extension process (which is secure against Attackersm), and thus all sender information can be
trusted. Thus, FistBump does not impose the responsibility of Security Req. 1 on extension developers, and accordingly eliminate all the corresponding vulnerabilities.

Second, the extension storage cannot be accessed by the renderer process under FistBump, because the extension storage is only accessible from the extension process. Therefore, all the data saved in the extension storage is secure against AttackerR, eliminating all the vulnerabilities corresponds to Security Req. 2.

Lastly, the memory footprints of content scripts cannot be accessed by the renderer process, because the content script runs in separate virtual address space in FistBump. Therefore, AttackerR and AttackerR cannot fetch any data from the content script, and thus FistBump does not impose Security Req. 3 and mitigate all corresponding vulnerabilities.

Moving the content script to the extension process may expose additional attack surfaces. AttackerR can spoof a message from DOMProxy, but messages between DOMProxy and content script worker use existing extension message implementation and contain purely structured data. They do not exchange JavaScript code or pointer and DOMProxy cannot directly alter the control flow of content script worker.

Furthermore, the content script runs with content script privileges and cannot run remote code, e.g., code provided by the attacker. Therefore, for the attacker to exploit the extension process, they need to find either:

- an arbitrary code execution vulnerability in the content script and a CSP-bypass vulnerability, or
- a gadget in content script to trigger and a gadget to exploit a memory corruption.

We believe these vulnerabilities are difficult to be found, and if found, they would allow more serious attacks without the need of the extension. There were no CSP bypass vulnerabilities reported in 2022 and all memory corruption bugs required passing invalid argument or specific user interactions [18], which are highly unlikely in normal content scripts.

Exploit Mitigation. In order to check if FistBump stops the concrete attacks that we demonstrated in §4, we tried to reproduce the attack while running the Chromium browser with FistBump. For each extension, we first installed it in FistBump-enabled Chrome, and then launched a renderer remote code execution (RCE) attack based on a type confusion vulnerability CVE-2022-1134 [42]. Then we executed privilege escalation attacks PoC we created in §4. The result showed that the same privilege escalation attack against all tested extensions are no longer working, indicating that the security design and its implementation of FistBump is effective as expected.

Figure 6: Mean runtime of each operation in original Chrome (baseline) and FistBump-enabled Chrome. Runtime of dom.insert is normalized to a unit operation. Error bars represent one standard deviation.

7.2 Backward Compatibility

Unit Test. We ran a Chromium unit test suite, which includes 75 unit test on the content script API [17]. We found all 75 unit tests passed, showing the content script implementation of FistBump is correct and backward compatible.

Limitation. JavaScript uses an event loop, which waits and processes a message on a message queue. Each message is a function call and runs to completion, i.e., is processed completely before processing the next message. In other word, the message processing blocks the runtime. However, with DOMProxy, each expression or statement is evaluated in separate messages. This allows other message such as an event handler to be processed in the middle of running a code block and cause inconsistency.

We tested all analyzed extensions how this limitation affect their operation. We installed the extension on both FistBump-enabled browser and original browser and compared their behavior, while performing their functionality. For example, with a password manager extension, we saved a password and checked that it gets successfully filled onto the login form.

We did not find instances where this limitation alters the extension behavior. Nonetheless, to ensure consistency, DOMProxy can be implemented synchronously to block the event loop until the content script worker runs to completion.

7.3 Performance

The runtime performance of browsers is always critical, as it significantly impacts user experiences. Because the content script worker uses the same JavaScript engine, there is no additional overhead running pure JavaScript. However,
since FISTBUMP introduces non-trivial changes in the extension architecture, we measured the performance overhead of DOM operations and extension API calls in FISTBUMP. Figure 6 shows mean runtime of each operation compared to the original browser.

The IPC overhead between DOMProxy and content script introduces approximately 225 ns latency in a single DOM operation such as reading a content (dom.read) or setting the value of an element (dom.write). However, common DOM operations such as inserting elements (dom.insert) consist of multiple operation without side effects. With batch processing, these operations can be processed with a single IPC, effectively reducing the overhead to approximately 7 ns (13%).

We saw approximately 28% performance improvement in calls to basic extension APIs such as retrieving metadata (api.metadata), as the extension process can process the request directly. We also observed approximately 87% improvement in extension messaging (message.cs/ep) as it is processed in the extension process rather than via IPC. However, there is approximately 9% overhead in storage access (storage.get/set), presumably because the content script worker has to go through the background page to access the extension storage.

As a result, FISTBUMP shows up to 13% runtime overhead in extensions with heavy DOM or storage operations and may show performance improvement in message-heavy extensions.

Memory. To measure the memory overhead, we took a snapshot of memory using Chrome DevTools. DOMProxy and a content script worker add approximately 3.4 MB memory overhead with additional 1.2 KB each time the delegate object and the corresponding reference is created. We observed references of delegate objects that are no longer used are successfully garbage-collected, when the memory pressure is high.

8 Discussion

Extension Vulnerabilities due to Browser Implementations. During our research, we found several vulnerabilities on the browser extension implementation. For example, in Chrome, Firefox, and Safari, AttackerRW could spoof a message from or access the storage of extension that has not injected a content script. This was an independently known issue in chrome, and they have deployed the ContentScriptTracker in Chrome 103 for message passing and 105 for storage [13, 15]. Safari has confirmed and fixed the issue, and assigned CVE-2022-32784 [2]. The issue is confirmed by Firefox but not yet fixed.

In Chrome, Firefox, and Safari, AttackerRW could also spoof the URL or origin of the sender. This was also an independently known issue in Chrome but not yet fixed. The issue has been confirmed by Firefox but not yet fixed. Firefox also does not provide the origin of the sender, and we submitted a patch to add support for the origin. The issue has been confirmed and fixed by Safari, and assigned with CVE-2022-32784 [2].

In Chrome and Firefox, there are several instances AttackerRW could send message to other extension components which content scripts normally cannot send message to. Finally, we found several bugs where the sender information is not available or incorrect (some bugs were known issues) [12, 14, 16].

Responsible Disclosure and Vendor Response. We responsibly disclosed our findings to extension developers and browser vendors through the vulnerability reporting process or email. However, many extension developers did not acknowledge or fix the issue. In these cases, we reported the issue to Chrome Web Store. Furthermore, some cases were impossible to fix, and we learned that most extension developers do not have (or do not need) deep understanding of the browser security architecture. This supports our analysis in §3 and rationalizes our approach to redesign the extension architecture in §5, which satisfies the security requirements by design.

Motivated by our findings, the Chromium team is discussing to limit the access to extension storage from content scripts in their next extension API version. We note that compared to FISTBUMP, this approach only mitigates the vulnerabilities due to Security Req. 2.

Large-Scale Analysis. We find that 18,432 (about 15%) out of collected extensions insert a content script to all pages and use the messaging or storage API. We could not automate the analysis as JavaScript supports dynamic function invocation, and files are usually bundled and minimized, making static code analysis difficult. Furthermore, understanding high-level functionality is needed to properly identify vulnerabilities. We believe a large-scale analysis would help identify more vulnerabilities and leave it for future work.

Potential Bypass Attacks against FISTBUMP. FISTBUMP relies on the process isolation boundary provided by the browser and operating system. Such cross-process or kernel attacks are out of scope of this paper, and FISTBUMP must be combined with mitigation on the hardware and OS level.

Improving Performance of FISTBUMP. JavaScript engine and rendering engine have multiple optimizations for DOM operations. However, FISTBUMP separates DOM code from where the operations actually happen, reducing opportunities for optimizations. Making JavaScript engine and rendering engine aware of DOMProxy and optimizing them for DOMProxy may improve performance.
9 Related work

The security of browser plugins and extensions has been a major concern in web security. Research works can be classified into categories: (i) protecting browser from malicious extensions and (ii) protecting browser from web pages exploiting benign-but-buggy extensions. Both goals are orthogonal, but protecting from malicious extension may also help protecting from benign-but-buggy extensions, as if what the extension can do is limited in the first place, the compromised extension is also limited.

 Earlier works focused on execution monitoring. Janus [25] proposed a sandbox environment for browser helper applications. Louw et al. [57] proposed code integrity check and runtime policy monitoring for Firefox add-ons. Many research prototype browsers including OP [27], Gazelle [61], IBOS [56], and OP2 [28] also proposed isolating web principals using the OS process domain.

 Barth et al. [3] found most Firefox extensions request excess permissions and designed the Chrome extension architecture with the PoLP and privilege separation. However, Felt et al. [22], Guha et. al [29], and Carlini et al. [6] showed many extensions still request excess permissions, rendering privilege separation useless and increasing the attack surface. They concluded that privilege separation is rarely needed (but effective) and developers accidentally or intentionally make privilege separation ineffective, which supports our finding.

 Guha et. al [29] proposed IBEX, a static verification and fine-grained access control using Datalog for provably secure extension.

 Calzavara et al. [5] performed a formal analysis on privilege escalation via message passing interface. Some [54] and Fass et al. [21] performed data-flow analysis to detect message flows that attackers can exploit to elevate their privilege. However, they focused messaging interfaces which normal web page can access, not considering renderer attacker. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to comprehensively analyze threats against real-world extensions by renderer attackers.

 Furthermore, since the extension storage was introduced fairly recently in 2014, to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to analyze the security implication of the extension storage.

 Extension Fingerprinting. There are also several works on fingerprinting, i.e., identifying which extensions are installed. Sjösten et al. [53], Sanchez-Rola et al. [51], and Gulyás et al. [30] used web accessible resources (WAR) to detect the presence of specific browser extensions. XHOUND [55] and Laperdrix et al. [36] proposed using DOM modifications and stylesheets injected by extension, respectively. Carnus [32] suggested a behavior-based fingerprinting by monitoring communication patterns.

 Identifying which extensions are installed would help launch the attack described in our paper, as it allows targeted attacks.

 Principle of Least Privilege. PoLP and privilege separation are fundamental principle in software engineering [50]. The web browser is analogous to operating system where the browser process is kernel, web pages are normal application and extensions are privileged application or kernel extensions.

10 Conclusion

This paper identified the design issues of the current extension architecture, which imposes strict security requirements from extension developers. We further demonstrated the criticality of these issues through analyzing popular extensions, which discovered 59 vulnerabilities from 40 extensions. Recognizing the pressing security needs on this problem, we further present FISTBUMP, the new extension architecture to eliminate all such vulnerabilities by design.
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A List of Analyzed Extensions

Table 2 lists analyzed extensions on Chrome Web Store.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extension ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aapbdodomjkkj</td>
<td>Google Translate</td>
<td>2.0.12</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bkghhnaxjmnjmc</td>
<td>AdGuard AdBlocker</td>
<td>4.0.161</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bmlcjabghmpnenekpadl</td>
<td>Honey</td>
<td>14.8.0</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cfhdojbjkjheklbhpdsadcdccdidiifddb</td>
<td>AdBlock Plus - free ad blocker</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cjpalhdlnbpafianejdhrchpjbeikagm</td>
<td>uBlock Origin</td>
<td>1.42.4</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cmedhionkhpekcnradndgjdhozhnhpecckk</td>
<td>AdBlock for Youtube™</td>
<td>5.1.7</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhgdfkkkbbknmkfojejpnplmdpobfloko</td>
<td>Tampermonkey</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecpphlgnaanjmncapancdjoicedilk</td>
<td>Kami for Google Chrome™</td>
<td>2.0.15049</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efaidhbnnmmlbmpcjegeclefndnakj</td>
<td>Adobe Acrobat: PDF edit &amp; convert &amp; sign tools</td>
<td>15.3.10</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gfhjelmnpbhjkfijnccognjkdjkelejdo</td>
<td>AdBlock – best ad blocker</td>
<td>4.4.4</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hdojjejpnakadhjulefpoepliaohd</td>
<td>LastPass: Free Password Manager</td>
<td>4.92.0.1</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iooesofmaphjbbndafoankkkjfcphgd</td>
<td>Read&amp;Write for Google Chrome™</td>
<td>2.0.1</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inomeofinjghjffjlepplalcfajhga1</td>
<td>Chrome Remote Desktop</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jgpbfkjjjllonplmphfeilijjmgckpe</td>
<td>ClassLink OneClick Extension</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jhlmngmgefomemeliegilieqgjnhmma</td>
<td>Cisco Webex Extension</td>
<td>1.17.0</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kbfnbcaepbicioakcpbpgkobkghhnen</td>
<td>Grammarly for Chrome</td>
<td>14.1056.0</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mnejjmjgnbpbpgklnilpncmdofkcmn</td>
<td>Netflix Party is now Teleparty</td>
<td>3.4.0</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkbibfheogaeaeohelfkodofbgegppkmn</td>
<td>Windows Accounts</td>
<td>1.0.6</td>
<td>10M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nlpfnunopgpcnkjjchnlppomqddjjepeo</td>
<td>Amazon Assistant for Chrome</td>
<td>10.2107.7.11654</td>
<td>8M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oocalminmglahkbfbglmgsckpmncmlaoa</td>
<td>Avira Password Manager</td>
<td>2.815.3877</td>
<td>5M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pnhmneolqqlgrckkkjbuldepijji</td>
<td>Dashlane - Password Manager</td>
<td>6.2212.2</td>
<td>5M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pijnkhbhbhljgijiubhhdpjzjfncco6</td>
<td>Norton Password Manager</td>
<td>7.5.1.48</td>
<td>4M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phjikboempbfbjejgkobkghjpogcnam</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>2.2.9</td>
<td>4M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cafjklbbrbcjjanaijilacqncqfepg1l</td>
<td>iPassword – Password Manager</td>
<td>2.3.2</td>
<td>2M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fdjanakmpfbbdfjasaolikfcphjcgfng</td>
<td>Phantom</td>
<td>22.3.29</td>
<td>2M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>admmjmcanblackojohljmleeficajyj</td>
<td>Ronin Wallet</td>
<td>1.7.0</td>
<td>2M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndjpnlaclallnjlmbafsdedochondjkepbb</td>
<td>Windscribe - Free Proxy and Ad Blocker</td>
<td>3.4.0</td>
<td>2M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aehljfkbdkbbdijdpijubhddjapjzjfncco6</td>
<td>Ghostery – Privacy Ad Blocker</td>
<td>8.6.3</td>
<td>2M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfnaelmnoehinjmgjnjoghpkokjipa</td>
<td>Bitwarden - Free Password Manager</td>
<td>1.57.0</td>
<td>2M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fnjnkhhbhnhjkabkdnecogapognmneec</td>
<td>Binance Wallet</td>
<td>2.12.2</td>
<td>1M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hmpcappigmplopfjonmgmnnnicandnh18</td>
<td>Coinbase Wallet extension</td>
<td>2.12.2</td>
<td>1M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plomiejiklichcfjejclcmpeaniijj</td>
<td>Ad-Blocker</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nnngcckhabrbbimbiluiianakdcllb</td>
<td>Fair AdBlocker</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fhbboinahelbophjbjscalncnpodddirjp</td>
<td>Privacy Badger</td>
<td>2021.11.1</td>
<td>1M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hnmankenocofeobddjgijmhnbfndkadaa</td>
<td>AdBlocker Ultimate</td>
<td>3.7.16</td>
<td>0.9M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kacljcbjegoranmipfbcbbkafjckoncfc</td>
<td>Terra Station Wallet</td>
<td>2.7.0</td>
<td>0.7M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lgblnfridajhcddjzepjkccckfdhpmknj</td>
<td>RoboForm Password Manager</td>
<td>9.3.2.0</td>
<td>0.6M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pkebgiujcmibdfehbbikjiohjbjhjlljup</td>
<td>Keeper® Password Manager &amp; Digital Vault</td>
<td>16.4.0</td>
<td>0.5M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oahlikbajaoigichmmljhhckfkeof</td>
<td>Keplr</td>
<td>0.10.0</td>
<td>0.5M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aliifhnbfhfbneekpheeijjndnplppp</td>
<td>TronLink</td>
<td>3.26.4</td>
<td>0.5M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pnlncmcomucojheolpmmgnfrbabiakhlb</td>
<td>Yoroi</td>
<td>4.11.500</td>
<td>0.4M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfgofaebebfotliembrhodfbcbbbepeil</td>
<td>Sollet</td>
<td>0.3.10</td>
<td>0.2M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dmkancelkncpkkdfhdhbtcbachkejeap</td>
<td>Kaikas</td>
<td>1.10.1</td>
<td>0.2M+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** List of analyzed extensions on Chrome Web Store.